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Responsibility

Researchers look to help Florida clam
farmers safely repel predatory
whitespotted eagle rays

11 December 2023
By Lauren Kramer

Will double-layered mesh netting and magnetic repellents
be enough to stop these hungry clam thieves?

(https://www.globalseafood.org)
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Most aquaculture producers have to contend with predators looking for an easy snack. Shrimp farmers,
for example, have defended their ponds from birds (https://www.globalseafood.org/advocate/advice-
managing-predatory-birds-part-1/) attacking from above for many years; mussel farmers have to
contend with ducks, which can submerge themselves underwater and slip under protective barrier nets.
And salmon farmers know all too well about predatory seals
(https://www.globalseafood.org/advocate/innovation-award-2021-�nalist-ace-aquatec/).

For hard clam farmers in Florida, the fox in their henhouse is the whitespotted eagle ray (Aetobatus
narinari), a pelagic bottom feeder with strong jaws, crushing fused teeth and nimble pectoral �ns. The
opportunistic �sh likes to aggregate around clam beds.

The farmers’ bivalves grow to market size on the sea�oor, and farmers have been using mesh netting,
plastic or wire covers to protect the clams from the rays. Matt Ajemian, director of the Fisheries Ecology
and Conservation Lab at FAU, said there have been many anecdotal reports over the years about rays
and �sh interacting with the clam beds.

“Clammers would see bags uprooted or with holes in them, and clams crushed inside the bags,” he
said. “We know these animals are visiting these spots, so there was interest in what the rays could do.”

(https://bspcerti�cation.org/)

Florida Atlantic University researchers investigate ways to help the
state’s clam farmers repel predatory whitespotted eagle rays from
cutting into their pro�ts. Shutterstock image.
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In a March study (https://www.int-res.com/abstracts/aei/v15/p59-71/) published in Aquaculture
Environment Interactions, a team from Florida Atlantic University’s (FAU) Harbor Branch Oceanographic
Institute and the Mote Marine Laboratory studied how the whitespotted eagle ray
(https://www.frontiersin.org/articles/10.3389/fmars.2022.960822/full) interacted with clams
enclosed in anti-predator materials.

They found that double-layered treatments, or bags with an additional layer of netting over them, had
the lowest clam mortality. While the rays were still able to consume clams through the bags, these anti-
predator treatments reduced clam mortality by anywhere from a factor of four to 10.

Ajemian, co-author of the study, told the Advocate that the rays were presented with clams under
different levels of protection.

“Most of the industry uses woven mesh bags to grow the clams in. We were curious if the rays could
get in there – and we showed they could,” he said. “But we also looked at accessory protection over the
bags – materials like plastic netting or chicken wire – and we found that while the rays still interact
with that stuff, it limits their interaction.”

That’s signi�cant, he added, because the purchase and maintenance of anti-predation materials can be
costly for clam farmers. The expenses are extremely variable but a clammer spends 57 days a year on
average repairing or replacing gear.

“One clammer told us they lose $10,000 to $13,000 per year in crushed clams,” he said. He speculated
that the variability in predation may be attributable to the change in water temperature between
northern and southern Florida.

Fish farmers seek non-lethal deterrence
for persistent predators

Seals have always preyed on Scotland’s salmon farms. As their
population rises, producers seek alternative deterrence techniques to
solve the problem.
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Ajemian and his team are still exploring the effectiveness of magnetic deterrents on whitespotted eagle
rays and sting rays.

“The latter don’t feed on clams as much, but they still aggregate around these spots and can pose a risk
when clammers are tending to their bags and clam beds,” he said.

The magnetic deterrents, made by SharkBanz, have shown promise when tested with sharks, but
applying the deterrents on a farm level may be challenging, Ajemian said.

“The footprint of the magnetic �eld is not large so it may be di�cult to scale it up. Based on our
observation of these animals in captivity, we’re also seeing that over time they acclimate to some
things,” he said. “So we’re still unsure how effective a magnetic deterrent will be in that type of setting.”

@GSA_Advocate (https://twitter.com/GSA_Advocate)
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